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For my cousin Jo
(who encouraged me to write this account)
Like Eastward Ho!, this account of my journey by Trans-Siberian rail through the
USSR to Japan has been written during the Covid-19 pandemic of 2020, as a means of
keeping myself sane and sensibly occupied.
I have deliberately included some Russian words in the Cyrillic alphabet just to give
readers a glimpse of what the Russian language looks like. Following the words, in
brackets, are approximate indications of their pronunciation, printed in italics. The
stressed syllable is marked by means of an accent. Finally the translation is given.
Hence: Москва (Maskvá – Moscow).
Japanese words, when written in the Western alphabet, are spelt phonetically. An
accent over a vowel (ā, ē, ī, ō, ū) indicates that it is long. ‘A’ is always pronounced
ah, ‘E’ always rhymes with the English word hay, and ‘I’ always rhymes with the
word see. The letter G is always hard, as in go. Theoretically there is no stress in
Japanese words; all the syllables tend to have equal stress and many phrases and
sentences end with the last word or syllable stressed.
Between 1961 and 1991, one Soviet rouble was equal to one pound sterling, and in
1984, when I was in the USSR, one rouble was worth US $1.26. My expenses in the
USSR, over a period of nine days, came to a little less than 20 roubles (£20 sterling).
In the same year there were about 250 Japanese yen to the Irish pound. In today’s
money, €1 = 87.5 Russian roubles or 126 Japanese yen.
Sadly, the film in the slides that I took during the first part of this journey has
deteriorated over the years, resulting in images that are predominately purple in
colour. I have done my best to adjust the colour balance and hue so that they look a
little more normal.
My thanks to Andrew Robinson, who has kindly proofread this account.
August, 2020
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Part One:

Back in the
СССР
(Союз Советских Социалистичеких Республик)
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1: Moscow
When the air hostess asks us to fasten our seat belts and reminds us that smoking is
not permitted until we have landed, I feel a tingle of excitement, knowing that we are
now approaching Moscow. The sound of the engines changes and the plane begins to
dip downwards. When we break through the clouds, I look out the window and see
more or less what I had seen when first landing in Moscow five years previously – a
seemingly endless stretch of dense green forest covering a flat landscape. As we edge
our way downwards I begin to notice signs of habitation here and there: small wooden
houses in clearings. Eventually I see more of these, along with narrow country lanes.
Roads then make their appearance, then concrete buildings and electric pylons, but
still the sturdy trees spring up, defiant. Finally the concrete swallows up the trees and
becomes predominant. I am back in the СССР: the Soyuz Sovyetskikh
Sotsialisticheskikh Respublik or Union of Soviet Socialist Republics – the USSR.
My idea of travelling by train through the USSR to Japan was actually brought to
fruition thanks to Myriam (whose parents are friends of one of my uncles and his
family). I had tentatively suggested it to her in a letter back in 1977 and she had
jumped at the opportunity, for she had hit on the same idea at around the same time.
In a subsequent letter she enclosed some printed information that she had received
from the Japan National Tourist Organization in London, which listed the options and
prices for travelling from Moscow by the Trans-Siberian Railway to Nakhodka, and
by boat from Nakhodka to Yokohama. The price per person was about £200 sterling.
Excited by the prospect of such a journey during the following year, I cautiously
approached my parents about my plan, but they put an immediate stop to it. They
were not going to allow their darling son to go off on a long adventure with a young
lady, about whom they knew very little. Disappointed, I had to write to Myriam and
tell her of my parents’ decision. Fortunately she was not too put out. Ironically, I had
travelled with her and another girl to Switzerland in 1972 with my parents’ blessing;
she was going there to work and I was to stay with a cousin and her Swiss husband in
order to ‘improve my French’ before sitting my Leaving Certificate Examination.
(The inverted commas are deliberate: we spent most of the time speaking and telling
smutty jokes in English.)
Anyway, back to the matter in hand. Although I abandoned the plan to travel to
Japan by rail, I went with a colleague on an organized holiday in 1979 to Russia and
stayed in Moscow and Leningrad. There were organized tours in Moscow to the
Kremlin and various other places, and to the Hermitage and other magnificent palaces
in Leningrad. What enchanted me most of all in Moscow were the wonderful
Orthodox churches within the Kremlin and, in Leningrad, an unexpected treat: my
first experience of attending a Russian Orthodox service in a church just across the
road from our hotel. As I had studied a bit of Russian by following a BBC radio
course, my pal and I were able to find our own way around the two cities.
By the summer of 1984 I had accumulated enough annual leave to take a long
holiday from work, and so I reconsidered the idea of the train journey to Japan during
the autumn – but this time on my own. My mind was more or less made up on this
matter when I received another letter from Myriam, who by now had gone on her own
to Japan and had spent some time there. In her letter she gushed about the country and
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her experiences; not only had she fallen in love with Japan but also with a young
Japanese man who was now her boyfriend. Inspired by what she told me and, having
received my parents’ approval this time, I began to organize the trip.
My initial plan was to do as much of the journey to Japan as I could by rail: by
ferry from Dublin to Holyhead, by rail across Wales and England, by ferry to a port in
France, from there to Moscow by rail, then onwards by the Trans-Siberian Express
and boat to Japan. However, getting into and across Poland proved to be an
insurmountable problem and so I had to abandon this approach, much to my
disappointment. In the end I realized that the simplest thing to do was to go by sea and
rail to London, fly from London to Moscow, and start my Trans-Siberian journey
from there. Accordingly I got in touch with the Japan National Tourist Organization
in London, booked my trip and applied for a Russian visa, which was eventually
posted to me.
Following an intense period of reading and note-taking, revising my rusty Russian
and making an attempt to learn a little Japanese from a Berlitz phrase book and tape, I
finally set off from home on Tuesday, 4 September 1984. My dad drove me to Dublin
Port, where I boarded a ferry and sailed to Holyhead. From there I travelled by train to
Euston Station in London, where I was met by my cousin Anne and taken by car to
her new home in Ealing, where I spent the night.
This morning I walked to the Park Royal Underground station and took a train to
Heathrow Airport. On the Aeroflot plane I found myself sitting beside a Japanese girl
who proved to be very chatty and helpful. She had been working in London and was
now flying to Tokyo to visit her parents. A girl from New Zealand then sat down in
the other seat beside me and the plane eventually took off at 11.30 a.m. The journey
had begun. Once airborne and after the seat belt warning lights had been switched off,
lunch was served. The rest of the flight was uneventful, save for my conversations
with my two companions.
Glancing out the window again, I notice that a runway has appeared and seconds
later we touch down. I expect to recognize the airport, but I don’t. In front of us is a
new, ultra-modern structure, constructed for the 1980 Summer Olympics. The name,
Sheremetyevo, is displayed in large Cyrillic letters: Шереметьево. We go inside and
are carefully scrutinized by passport officials. Then comes the general chaos and
confusion caused by luggage collection and inspection. I am glad that I have taken my
relatively small bag on board, for some of my fellow passengers look as though they
are in for a long wait. However, I now have to join a long queue in order to have my
luggage checked. After a long, frustrating wait in the hot, airless hall, my luggage is
finally examined. Fortunately the young man only looks at the X-ray picture; he does
not open my bag or ask me any questions. I notice that other tourists are having a hard
time: one lady official is removing every single item from a man’s suitcase. On the
other hand, Russian and foreign dignitaries are being waved through.
In the exit area I find my way to the Intourist desk and show my papers to a young
lady. She points to a shady-looking character standing by the door: he is my taxi
driver. He takes me out to a large battered taxi, which is stiflingly hot inside as the
heater cannot be turned off. He drives me at a furious speed along the wide, straight
motorways leading to Moscow. When we reach the suburbs and city centre, he drives
in the middle of the road, still at top speed, as if I am a diplomat. The journey is quite
hair-raising.
At last the towers of the Kremlin become visible and we stop at the corner of Red
Square, in front of the large, seedy-looking Hotel Metropole, which purports to be
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first class. The driver brings me inside, where I am greeted by a matronly woman,
who checks my details and gives me instructions.
I climb the stairs to the first floor, where my room is situated, and hand a piece of
paper with my room number written on it to the дежурная (dezhúrnaya) or
receptionist (as in all Russian hotels, there is one on each floor). She gives me the key
to my room and indicates where it is, just a few steps away, at the front of the
building.
I find myself in a spacious double room containing a table and two chairs, a
television set and an empty fridge. A door leads to an en suite bathroom, where I find
a spare unopened roll of toilet paper with its wrapper still in place. The brand name,
printed in large red letters, is БУМАГА (BUMAGA). Once I have sorted out my
belongings, I treat myself to a relaxing hot shower and, having returned the key to the
dezhúrnaya, go downstairs and wander outside for a walk around Red Square.

Red Square, photographed in 1979
Mingling with the throng of people, I pass Lenin’s guarded mausoleum (a place
that I have absolutely no intention to visit) and wander down to the fabulous yet
garish Saint Basil’s Cathedral. I try to find out if there is anything on in the Bolshoi or
Maly theatres, but can understand very little of the information printed on the few
posters that I see. I walk around aimlessly until I am bored, tired and hungry, then
finally return to the hotel. I wonder if I should eat in the hotel’s restaurant, which
offers food at inflated prices; when I finally go down to see what is on offer, I find
that it has closed.
Rather than go out into the night and find somewhere to eat, I decide to return to
my room, where I write my diary. My red plastic telephone rings twice, but all I hear
when I pick up the receiver is a loud dialling tone. I decide to do what my mother had
learned when she was on holiday in Yugoslavia: when a lady complained that she had
received disturbing telephone calls during the night, the guide had apologized and told
her to take the receiver off the phone, dial zero and leave the phone off the hook.
This morning I go down for breakfast at 8 o’clock. The typically stodgy Russian
fare starts with a tall champagne glass of horrible tomato juice, which I drink as I am
so thirsty. I am then served a rather greasy omelette with a plate of bread. I am also
given a sweet roll, a plate containing one tiny pat of butter, then a small plastic
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container full of jam. When asked what I want to drink, I say, ‘Чай, пожалуйста’
(Chai, pazhálista – Tea, please). As I am so hungry, I eat everything, except for one
slice of bread.
Afterwards I go to the service bureau to retrieve my passport, but it is not there; I
am asked to come back in half an hour. Because I have no Russian money – and
cannot get any without my passport – I go outside and walk to the Kremlin, which I
discover is closed today. Red Square is cordoned off and soldiers are marching
towards the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. While in the Alexander Garden I notice a
very long queue of people snaking its way forwards. I wonder if this is the queue for
Lenin’s Mausoleum.
When I return to the hotel to collect my passport, I learn from an English lad that
Chernenko and a cosmonaut are to make an appearance in Red Square – hence the
soldiers and the crowds. As soon as I am given my passport, I go upstairs to the
currency exchange bureau and have my US dollars changed into 65 roubles. It turns
out that I do not need my passport for this after all. As I have discovered that there
will be a performance this evening in the Music Theatre of the ballet La Esmeralda,
with music by Cesare Pugni, I buy a ticket with some of my newly-acquired roubles.
The price is equivalent to £2.10 sterling.
Before setting off for a day of sightseeing, I post a card home. I walk to the nearby
МЕТРО (metro station), buy a ticket – which still costs a mere 5 kopeks – and
descend into the bowels of the earth. I travelled underground in Leningrad five years
ago but have never used the Moscow metro, which is famous for its palatial stations.
The escalator, bearing scores of people with their noses buried in books, magazines
and newspapers, goes down and down. Only two newspapers are available: Известия
(Izvyéstiya – News) and Правда (Právda – Truth). According to the popular phrase,
‘There’s no news in Izvyéstiya and no truth in Právda’.
At last we reach the platforms, which are not particularly palatial at this stop. I
study the plans and, thanks to my familiarity with the Cyrillic alphabet, work out on
which of the platforms I need to wait. Once aboard a noisy and crowded train, I head
off to see the famous Pushkin Museum, which is really a famous art gallery with an
impressive collection of paintings.
I get off at the Borovitskaya station and walk down a wide, busy street. The
imposing entrance to the museum is straight ahead, on my right, but a very long
queue, several people thick, extends back towards me. Bloody hell, I think, if I have
to join this queue I’ll be here for the rest of the bloomin’ day. Just as I am wondering
what to do, a tour bus stops at the roadside and disgorges a large group of American
tourists. A guide shouts at them to follow her and they move off. I tack myself on at
the end, walk past the waiting Russians and enter the building with the Americans. As
soon as I am inside, I detach myself from the group and melt into the crowd. Good –
problem solved. It is a great relief to be indoors, as it has become oppressively hot
outside by now.
I examine a plan and, once I’ve got my bearings, I head off to examine the works
of the classical French school: fine paintings by artists such as Poussin, Fragonard,
Greuze, Vernet and so forth. It is very pleasant to be in a Russian art gallery again;
memories of galleries visited here five years ago come flooding back. Next I take a
look at the paintings of the Italian school. A huge view of the lagoon and the Doge’s
Palace in Venice by Canaletto catches my eye. There are works by other masters, such
as Tiepolo and Guardi, and I stop to look at a wonderful little diptych by Botticelli.
After this comes an enjoyable collection of works by the Dutch painters:
masterpieces by van Ostade, Claesz, Ruisdael, Rembrandt’s Ahasuerus and Haman at
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the Feast of Esther, de Hooch, Jan van Steen and Anthony van Dyck (no relation to
Dick.) I next pass through the Greek section, where I stop briefly to admire copies of
the marble friezes that once surrounded the Parthenon in Athens.
Now I enter the section that I have really come to see: the modern French school.
Here I admire a truly mind-boggling array of works by artists such as Matisse,
Picasso, Rousseau, Utrillo, Vuillard (fantastic!), Bonnard, Marquet (his Vesuvius with
boats in the foreground is really powerful), Signac, van Gogh (several famous works
of his are here), Cézanne (also powerful), Renoir, Sisley (I love his Frost in
Louveciennes), Monet (whose painting of lilies under a bridge catches my eye),
Degas, Manet, Mary Cassatt, Hans von Bortels (his powerful The Fishermen’s
Wives), Daubigny, Courbet, a small and dark view of Hampstead Heath by Constable,
some nice little scenes by Corot and, finally, Constant Troyon’s Advancing Storm.
Enraptured, I gaze and gaze at these masterpieces until I can take in no more, then
escape at one o’clock and wander back out into the heat. Again, the air is full of diesel
fumes and all I can hear is the unceasing roar of traffic. By now all the tourists have
gone but there is still a long queue of Russians, who presumably are out during their
lunch breaks for a dose of culture. Owing to the dreariness of life under Communism,
they are probably desperate for good literature and the arts.
As I’m feeling hungry and thirsty by now, I buy a glass of aerated water from a
street vendor for just one kopek, then look around for food. As there are no cafés or
shops nearby, I decide to go to my next port of call and try there. I go down into the
next Metro station and travel to Kurskaya. Just as I have expected, the main railway
station is just around the corner and in it is a rough-and-ready self-service cafeteria.
Judging by the rather dodgy-looking food on offer, I decide that the safest thing to
choose is a plastic box containing a bread roll, a large hunk of cheese and a hardboiled egg. Added to this is a pastry and a cup of coffee. The whole lot just comes to
two roubles. I walk over to one of the high tables, join the Russians and, like them, I
eat standing. Later I buy two slices of black rye bread for a few kopeks. I am then able
to keep the cake, one slice of bread, plenty of leftover cheese and the egg for later.
Back out in the street I eat an apple that I have managed to smuggle into the
country. Knowing that the ordinary Russians here have ways and means of beating the
system, I get a thrill of being at one with them and doing the same – hence my method
of dodging the queue this morning.
Taking out my map, I work out the route to the Museum of Modern Art, and off I
go again in pursuit of high culture on a low budget. It is most unpleasant walking
along these busy streets because of the sticky heat, the noise, the fumes and the clouds
of dust. When I reach my destination, I discover a notice on the gate that reads
‘Музей закрыт’ (Muzéi zakrít – Museum closed). I am annoyed to discover this,
especially as it is a Thursday – a day of the week when it should be open. I have very
much wanted to see the collection of Japanese exhibits here. The building looks very
seedy from the outside and I notice that children are playing in the grounds.
All I can do now is to foot it to the next place that I plan to visit: the Andrei Rublev
(pronounced Rublyóv) Museum, located in the former Saviour Saint Andronicus
Monastery on the bank of the River Yauza. Following my map again, I walk the
length of a shoddy street in the shade. I have come to the conclusion that this is the
ugliest and most depressing city that I have ever visited. However, I notice now that
the people appear to be better dressed and are more fashionable – the girls look
particularly attractive. There are new innovations to be seen here and there; in the
streets I find Пепси-Кола (Pepsi-Cola) and Фанта (Fanta) dispensing machines.
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Jeans are commonly worn and so far nobody has stopped me and asked me for
anything that can’t be bought here.
At last I cross the River Yauza and arrive at the former monastery. Having seen a
photograph of it at home, it now looks disappointing because of its rundown state. It
must have been given a lick of paint some years ago for the photograph! It now looks
anything but impressive.
Inside the complex I stop to look at the various buildings and follow a group of
French tourists into the museum, thereby gaining free admission once again. Inside is
a collection of icons which nobody, including me, really appreciates. However, I am
glad to see them, for they are part of a great heritage that fortunately has not been
destroyed during the years of chaos. The French people soon become restless and
snigger at the guide, who does her best to hold their attention, though she is far too
wordy.
I leave with the French group, but sit for a while in the cool grounds before
heading off for the nearest Metro station, which, I realize, is a good walk away. This
station, Taganskaya, is quite impressive, and in one section there is an elaborate
domed ceiling. All the other stations that I have been in so far have been rather
mediocre. Taking the Circle line, I get out at Paveletskaya to investigate a museum.
As it is a theatrical museum and appears to be closed, I return to the station and travel
back to the hotel. By now, rush-hour crowds are beginning to appear.
When I surface again, I find the sky full of clouds. On my way to the hotel there
are bursts of lightning and, as soon as I am indoors, it begins to pour with rain. It is
now five o’clock. Up on the first floor I collect my key from the dezhúrnaya at her
desk and enter my room. As I am so hot and sweaty, I treat myself to a welcome
shower and wash my hair. Afterwards I sit down at my little table and polish off the
remainder of my lunch.
Shortly after 6.30 p.m., when the rain has eased off, I make my way on foot to the
Музыкальный Театр (Muzikálni Teátr – Music Theatre), which is a good walk from
the hotel along Pushkinskaya street. I get there just in time and find my seat in the
parterre. It is not a particularly good seat, as it is low down and my view is partially
obscured by peoples’ heads.
The ballet, La Esmeralda (or Эсмеральда in Russian, for they have no words for
‘the’ or ‘a’) is loosely based on the story of the Hunchback of Notre-Dame by Victor
Hugo. It was originally choreographed by Jules Perrot to music by the Italian
composer Cesare Pugni. It has three acts and five scenes and was first performed in
London in 1844. Like most ballets and operas, the plot is convoluted and quite
ridiculous.
The performance starts on the dot at seven o’clock. It is a tremendous spectacle;
the sets are breathtaking, the lighting moody and impressive, and the music is both
pleasing and exciting. However, there is an awful lot of filling. I enjoy the
performance but the jolly dances and rounds of applause become a little tedious after
a while. The dramatic, darker scenes are far more gripping. There are two intervals,
during which drinks and snacks (including champagne and caviar) are on offer. In the
second interval I buy a glass of fruit juice for just 17 kopeks and receive a sweet by
way of change.
The performance ends at about 9.30 with thunderous applause, followed by the
traditional slow hand clap. I foot it back to the hotel, take a look at Red Square by
night and retire to my room, where I pack for tomorrow and sit down to write my
diary. It has been an interesting day.
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After an excellent night’s sleep, I wake at seven and get up shortly afterwards. I
have everything packed in my bag before I go down to breakfast. I am one of the first
to arrive in the restaurant, but that doesn’t guarantee that I’ll be served first – the welldressed Russians are, as usual, accorded VIP treatment. As soon as I finish eating, I
go to the Service Bureau and ask what time I will be collected and brought to the train
station, for today I start my journey on the Trans-Siberian railway. The officials are
surprised to discover that I am to travel today, for they have no record of my journey.
I am referred to a pleasant young lady who surprises me by telling me that the train
departs at 2.30 p.m. – not at 10 a.m. as I have been previously informed. This means
that I’ll have more time to go exploring this morning! The girl asks me to call back at
11.30 for my tickets and tells me that I’ll be collected and driven to the train station at
1.20 p.m.
I leave the hotel and decide to visit the Kremlin once again. By now it is nine
o’clock. At the entrance beside the Alexander Garden, a notice declares that it will be
open at ten. To kill time, I walk right around the citadel with its high red walls at an
easy pace, passing the River Moskva at first. It is a pleasantly bright, fresh morning,
and it is a little cool. Above me, the golden domes of the churches and cathedral glint
in the morning light. When I turn back towards the hotel and enter Red Square, I find
television cameras set up beside Lenin’s Mausoleum and preparations for some
military event.
Turning the corner and passing through the Alexander Garden again, I approach
the entrance gate. As several small groups of Russian people are preparing to go in, I
hang around, ready to enter with them. However, the first group is abruptly turned
away by the soldier on duty and nobody is allowed inside. I walk around to the other
entrance, the Trinity Gate, but have no luck there. I return to the other one for another
try, but with no success. Back in Red Square, I find it full of marching soldiers, who
are lining it on all sides. Now and then large official cars come dashing out of the
Kremlin and go zooming off somewhere. Although most of the surrounding streets
are now being cordoned off, I manage to make my way down by the side of the
Rossiya Hotel, where I examine the fine old buildings and churches in the vicinity.
Then, by winding through the back streets and following the crowds, since soldiers
are shouting at everyone through loudhailers in order to clear the streets, I eventually
manage to return to the hotel by a complicated, though interesting route. Here I
receive my tickets and am told that a state funeral is about to take place – hence the
closure of the Kremlin and the presence of so many soldiers and police in the city
centre.
I then go upstairs to check out of my room. When I approach the dezhúrnaya, she
holds up a hand to stop me and beckons to a smart-looking young man in a suit, who
is sitting on a large semi-circular sofa with other besuited comrades. He comes over,
takes the key from the dezhúrnaya and asks me, in Russian, if he may come to my
room with me. Slightly puzzled, I reply in Russian, ‘Yes’.
‘Я вам мешаю?’ (Ya vam misháyu? – Am I disturbing you?) he asks politely.
‘Нет,’ (Nyet – No) I say, lying between my teeth.
He unlocks the door, ushers me inside and invites me to sit down at the low table.
He then begins to ask me questions, all in Russian, for he speaks little or no English. I
answer him as best as I can, for my Russian is anything but fluent. Where am I from?
I tell him that I come from Dublin, Ireland. When he hears this, he explains that a
football team here will be playing a match against an Irish team soon. I explain that
I’m not interested in sport, but in the arts. What do I think of Moscow? A fine city, I
tell him, with many excellent art galleries. Have I visited the Tretyakov? Yes, I visited
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it the last time I was here. I rattle off the names of various Russian artists and this
seems to impress him. How long am I staying here? I tell him that I’ve just been here
for about a day and a half and am about to leave. Where am I going to? Japan, I
answer. Finally the interrogation grinds to a halt – he has run out of questions and I
have run out of vocabulary.
During the awkward pause that follows, I take the opportunity to ask him,
‘Почему вы здесь?’ (Pachyimú vwi zdyes? – Why are you here?) I wait for an
answer, ‘But answer came there none’ (to quote Lewis Carroll). After a long pause, I
glance at my watch and say, ‘Мне пора идти’ (Mnye pará idtí – It’s time for me to
go.) He signals to me that I can leave. I pick up my bag, open the door and before I
head off, I turn round, smile and shake his hand. I walk to the staircase and as I turn to
go downstairs I glance back towards the sofa, where I see my interrogator facing his
colleagues, arms outstretched and shrugging in mystification. Touché!
Delighted that I have left checking out to the very last moment, I leave my luggage
in the cloakroom and, taking only my most important belongings with me, go out in
search of some lunch. Avoiding the soldiers, I walk away from the city centre towards
Gorky Street and find a cheap, scruffy cafeteria. I enter the unbelievably dirty
premises and join a queue for the ‘meal’: a choice of several greasy dishes and
various types of rolls, cakes and breads. I choose a bowl of rather watery cabbage
soup (without a boiled egg), two rather interesting-looking filled dumplings, sausages
with green peas (wow – a vegetable at last!), a couple of slices of chewy black bread
and a cup of coffee. All this comes to the grand total of 1.08 roubles. I guzzle this
standing at one of the tables and, when finished, go outside, where I buy some
excellent ice cream at a roadside stall for just 20 kopeks. Keeping my eye open for
some apples (which I do not succeed in finding), I return to the hotel and collect my
luggage.
At 1.20 p.m. a taxi arrives and I am whisked off to the large and quite elaborate
Yaroslavsky Station through the deserted streets at top speed. До свидания, Москва!
(Da svidániya, Maskvá! – Goodbye Moscow!) Although it has been good to be back
here just for a day and a half, I have no particular desire to see it ever again. It is a
large, grim city and its only real attraction is the splendid (though rather over-the-top)
centre of the Kremlin, the doors of which have been closed to me this time. Maybe
fortune has ordained it thus; having retained such a favourable impression of it five
years ago, it might have been shattered had I seen it again.
At the station I have to hang around for some time looking for an Intourist official.
I finally meet him when I make my way to the platforms. He ticks off my name and
points me in the right direction, even though I have worked this out by reading the
signs. I meet a few English and English-speaking tourists and wait with them until the
train pulls in at about two o’clock. I expect to see a smart, new train, but this one
looks rather old and tatty. We walk down until we find carriage number four and
clamber aboard. A rather plump matronly woman takes our tickets and we find our
own way to our four-berth compartments. At first they look rather cramped, but they
are actually quite roomy. I find that I am in one with the English girl whose luggage I
have carried as she has broken her wrist. Two Japanese lads join us. (At first I think
that they are a boy and girl!) Both of them are very friendly, good humoured and
speak English well.
At first all is confusion until everyone sorts themselves out. Our end of the carriage
is filled with Europeans (and the two Japanese lads) and the other half with Russians.
The Europeans struggle with suitcases and the Russians struggle with large bags of
apples and various provisions – sensible people! I chat briefly with an English couple
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in an adjacent compartment and tell them about my interrogation in the hotel. ‘Ah,’
says the lady knowingly, ‘KGB’. I shudder when I hear these three letters and
suddenly realize that I’ve got off very lightly. In all probability I was being followed.
Such is the fate of the lone traveller who knows just a little of the language.
It is not long until the train pulls out of the station at 2.30 p.m. and we head out
into the suburbs of Moscow. The Trans-Siberian trip to Japan has begun.
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